
 

 

28 July 2020  
 
Dear Grade 1-3 Parents, 
 
In Term 3 we will continue to comply with the COVID 19 regulations of Physical distancing for the Onsite 
safety of both pupils and staff. Thus, the maximum number of pupils we can accommodate in our 
Foundation Phase classrooms is 16 pupils at a time. We will be following a weekly rotation where 6/7 
pupils will remain at home online for the week and the additional 16 pupils will be in class onsite. 
Teachers will teach concurrently, so the online pupils will connect with their class teacher via Teams if 
they are at home and receive the same delivery from the teacher as the rest of the pupils that are 
onsite.  
 
Parents will be informed in advance as to when it is their child ‘s turn to remain online for the week, as 
we will be doing this on a weekly rotational basis. Rotations will be as follows: 
Week 1: 1st - 4th September 
Week 2: 7th – 11th September 
Week 3: 14th-18th September 
Week 4: 21st- 25th September 
Week 5: 28th – 2nd October 
Week 6: 5th – 9th October 
Week 7: 12th – 16th October 
Midterm break is from 16th to 19th October. 
 
Names of pupils and the dates that they will be online will be sent out by our Grade 1-3 Grade 
Controllers on Friday 31st July. We will take into account twins and siblings within our phase in our 
planning. 
 
Drop off and Pick-up procedure: 
The drop off and pick up zone for the Foundation Phase is the Music Center parking area. 
 
Drop off times for Onsite children will be as follows: 
Grade 1: 7h20 to 7h30 
Grade 2: 7h30 to 7h40 
Grade 3: 7h40 to 7h50 
 
Pick up times for Onsite children will be: 
Grade 1: 13h30 and 13h15 on a Wednesday 
Grade 2: 13h45 and 13h30 on a Wednesday 
Grade 3: 14h00 and 13h45 on a Wednesday 
Parents may not get out of the car. Staff will be available at the drop off and pick up zones to assist 
pupils at these times. 



 

 

 
Timetable: 
We will revert back to our original Term 1 onsite timetable for Term 3 and all lessons will be in the 
homeroom classroom except for Greek, Physical Education and Greek dancing. Grade Controllers will 
resend the timetable at the start of the term.  
 
Tutorials: 
Foundation Phase support tutorials will be held onsite and online concurrently at the end of the school 
day from the 7th September and parents will receive a letter from their homeroom teacher if their child 
must attend. 
 
Uniform: 
The pupils will be returning to school in civvies for the month of September only. Despite being in 
civvies, every pupil will need to strictly adhere to the school’s regulations pertaining to hair, jewellery 
etc. The only exception days where the learners will not be wearing civvies, are the Physical Education 
days where all learners will need to arrive to school dressed in their school tracksuits. From the month 
of October onwards, the pupils will be dressed as expected in full school summer uniform, for the 
balance of the school year, always adhering to school’s regulations regarding dress code.  
 
Preparing your child for Term Three school return : Ms A. Clayton: Educational Psychologist – Grade 1-3 
Since we started welcoming back our children on the 24th of June, we have been delighted to note the 
joy that that they have experienced upon seeing one another after their extended lockdown, the 
resilience that they have demonstrated in adapting to our new school routines and social distancing 
guidelines, and the way they have embraced being back in their regular learning environment. Although 
we only welcomed back a small cohort of children over June and July, this experience has given us an 
opportunity to finely hone our procedures. We are eagerly awaiting welcoming back the rest of our 
children.  
 
We are anticipating that the dynamics during the Third Term may well be slightly different to those that 
we have experienced during June and July. While the children had relished coming to school for a short 
period of time before the August holidays and were enjoying the novelty of seeing their peers after so 
many months apart, things may change when they settle into a routine for Term 3. For example, children 
may find their return to the rigorous academic programme to be somewhat taxing. They will need to 
adjust to playing differently during their break times, as they cannot engage in their usual favourite 
activities such as playing on the jungle gym or playing soccer against each other. They will also need to 
adjust to being back on campus full time for three months after months at home.  
Adjusting to these changes may bring about varied emotional responses in the children. It is important 
that we assist our children in managing these emotional reactions: 
 
Talk to your child about their emotions. This piece of advice is often given, and with good reason. Children 
in middle childhood are emotional creatures, who have not yet learned how to name their emotional 
responses and thus how to manage these reactions. For this reason it is important that children are 
provided with a space to discuss their day, and receive gentle guidance from their parents, where the 
focus is helping them learn to problem-solve. In fact, this is often the time of the day that children come 
to cherish the most. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Help to normalise emotions. If your child shares an experience that has left them feeling saddened or 
angered, use that as an opportunity to share a moment when you have perhaps felt this way. This sharing 
of emotional experiences provides your child with an example of where you have successfully navigated 
this emotion. This illustrates for your child that the emotion is not permanent and also and there are 
strategies that can assist them in overcoming their overwhelming emotions. 
 
Practise taking deep, calming breaths. Many doctors are currently promulgating the benefits of deep 
breaths, where the air is slowly drawn into the lungs, held for a few seconds and then slowly exhaled. Not 
only does this action strengthen our lungs, which is vital when faced with a virus such as COVID-19, but it 
is also an incredibly powerful strategy to calm an overwhelming emotion quickly and efficiently.  
 
Encourage creativity. During the past few weeks, the staff have been privileged to witness children 
inventing new games to play during break, that allow for social interaction while respecting social 
distancing. Children are naturally innovative, but often frustration blocks their creative spark. Encourage 
your child to see past their immediate frustration and figure out an inventive solution. We are looking 
forward to seeing the children’s innate creativity continue to blossom during Term 3.  
 
Support our wellness campaign. While SAHETI School has spent Term 2 devoted to researching and 
implementing the best guidelines to keep our children, staff cohort, and parent body safe, we are now 
looking towards the future. Rather than viewing the social distancing guidelines and health protocols as a 
way of limiting risk to COVID-19, we are viewing these as a means of instilling a cogent wellness message. 
Instead of focusing on avoiding catching the virus, we will focus on promoting wellness habits. Most of 
these wellness habits are familiar to us by now and include things such as washing our hands regularly. In 
addition, several of the strategies that ensure continued physical wellness also promote social wellness. 
For example, while social distancing can keep us physically safe from catching viruses and bacteria, it also 
is a means of teaching children to value and respect their own personal space as well as the personal 
space of others. Further, current research across the globe is stating unequivocally that the best way of 
ensuring that schools can stay open safely is by the full school community embracing these principles of 
physical wellness. With this in mind, we are hoping that you will join us in promoting these aspects of 
physical wellness, while continuing to nurture their emotional wellness.  
 
If you would like any further information or would like to book an appointment to discuss your child, 
please do not hesitate to contact me on 011 479-3783 or aclayton@saheti.co.za. Alternatively, you may 
book an appointment through www.sahetimdt.setmore.com.  
Thanking you for your understanding and co-operation and looking forward to an exciting Third Term. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Mrs. Kolatsis                                            Mrs. Zachariou 
Vice- Principal Foundation Phase           Primary School Principal          
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